The relationship between brain size and its functional capacity remains controversial. Several decades of comparative research on brain size variation in relation to body size have been based on the assumption that a larger brain also contains more neurons (Jerison [1973](#evo13805-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Herculano‐Houzel [2017](#evo13805-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Tsuboi et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}) and it has been argued that it is the difference in neuron number that underlies the commonly found association between measures of brain size and cognitive abilities (McDaniel [2005](#evo13805-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; MacLean et al. [2014](#evo13805-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Benson‐Amram et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Buechel et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Horschler et al. [2019](#evo13805-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Hwang et al. [2019](#evo13805-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}).

The isotropic fractionator (Herculano‐Houzel and Lent [2005](#evo13805-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), a recent methodological breakthrough to quantify neuron numbers quickly and accurately (Bahney and von Bartheld [2014](#evo13805-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Miller et al. [2014](#evo13805-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Ngwenya et al. [2017](#evo13805-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), has now made it possible to test this assumption by quantifying how neuron numbers scale with brain mass both within and across species. This method involves mechanical dissociation of fixed brain tissue into a homogenous suspension of free cell nuclei, which are then counted and immunocytochemically identified to estimate the proportion of nonneuronal (glial and endothelial) cells and neurons (Herculano‐Houzel and Lent [2005](#evo13805-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Data collected with this method have shown that similarly sized brains of vertebrates can differ in neuron number, neuronal densities, and allocation of neurons into different brain regions (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, a primate brain accommodates many more neurons than a rodent brain of similar size (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2007](#evo13805-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), and a parrot or songbird brain contains on average twice as many neurons as an equivalently sized primate brain (Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). These insights into differences in neuron numbers and densities offer a possible explanation as to why brain size sometimes does not predict cognitive ability, especially when comparison is made across distantly related species (Dicke and Roth [2016](#evo13805-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Güntürkün and Bugnyar [2016](#evo13805-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, neuronal density often shows a pattern of negative allometry with body and brain size across species (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, small‐bodied species with smaller absolute brain size show higher neuronal densities than larger species with larger absolute brain size, although exceptions from this rule have been observed (Kverková et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). Whether this negative allometry pattern also exists within species or whether neuronal density is a species‐specific characteristic is currently unknown (but see Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015b](#evo13805-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). When trying to understand the consequences of having a larger brain, it is therefore necessary to consider neuron number, and also ideally to test the effect of variation in brain size and neuron number on cognitive abilities.

The total number of neurons, elementary building blocks of the brain, is an important, though not the only determinant of brain information‐processing capacity. Other factors at play include the number of neuronal connections, neuron packing density, interneuronal distance, and axonal conduction velocity (Dicke and Roth [2016](#evo13805-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, besides the total number of neurons and their connections, diversification of neuronal types and their properties (Markram et al. [2015](#evo13805-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Tasic et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Tosches et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Zeisel et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), and diversification of molecular machineries subserving neuronal signaling (Grant [2016](#evo13805-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Zhu et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), all contribute to the broad behavioral repertoires seen in various vertebrates. Because quantitative mapping of cell type and synaptic density distributions across the brain is challenging and difficult to interpret, and because consequences of cellular and molecular diversification for cognitive processes remain poorly understood, here we focus on the number of neurons, which currently is the most feasible, easy‐to‐measure proxy for cognitive abilities. Areas controlling higher cognitive functions involve mainly telencephalic associative regions, which, in turn, rely on telencephalic sensorimotor and also cerebellar processing (Barton [2012](#evo13805-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, a growing body of comparative evidence suggests that the absolute number of neurons in the telencephalon is a particularly good correlate of cognitive abilities (Dicke and Roth [2016](#evo13805-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Herculano‐Houzel [2017](#evo13805-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

To investigate how evolutionary changes in brain size are related to changes in neuron number, we use artificial selection lines of guppies (*Poecilia reticulata*) that have been selected for relative brain size for five generations, resulting in \>15 % differences in brain mass (Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, several tests of various aspects of cognition in these selection lines have revealed substantial advantages of increased brain size in cognitive abilities, including numerical learning (Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), maze learning (Kotrschal et al. [2014](#evo13805-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}), mate discrimination (Corral‐López et al. [2017a](#evo13805-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Bloch et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), predator avoidance (Kotrschal et al. [2015](#evo13805-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; van der Bijl et al. [2015](#evo13805-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), and reversal learning (Buechel et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). At the same time, perception aspects, such as visual acuity (Corral‐López et al. [2017b](#evo13805-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}), remained constant between the lines. Body size was not affected by artificial selection on relative brain size (Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#evo13805-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). These selection lines thus offer the opportunity to test how evolutionary changes in brain size, demonstrably associated with changes in cognitive abilities, affect neuron number and neuron density independently of body size.

The vertebrate brain is divided into several regions with different functions and these regions can have strikingly different neuron numbers and densities (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). It is therefore important to also examine differences in neuron numbers between key brain regions to get the complete picture. Importantly, the guppy lines used here and selected for large and small brains did not differ in relative volumes of 11 major brain regions (Kotrschal et al. [2017a](#evo13805-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Here, we quantify numbers of neurons and nonneuronal (glial and endothelial) cells in the whole brain and the telencephalon of large‐ and small‐brained guppies using the isotropic fractionator. In a subset of individuals, we further quantify cell numbers in three other key brain regions. As these selection lines clearly differ in cognitive ability (see examples above), and we assume that more neurons provide higher computing power (Dicke and Roth [2016](#evo13805-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Herculano‐Houzel [2017](#evo13805-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), we expect that absolute (and relative) number of neurons in the brain and telencephalon will be higher in the large‐brained than in the small‐brained selection lines.

Methods {#evo13805-sec-0020}
=======

BRAIN SIZE SELECTION LINES {#evo13805-sec-0030}
--------------------------

We quantified neuron number in 53 adult female guppies from the brain size selection lines (Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Supporting Information Dataset S1). A total of 26 females originated from large‐brained selection lines, and 27 females from small‐brained selection lines. The selection regime consisted of three up‐selected and three down‐selected lines (see Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} for full description of the selection experiment). The individuals in this assay came from the fifth generation of selection and were adult virgin females. We focused on females in the study because most of the previous cognitive assays have been done on females.

TISSUE PREPARATION {#evo13805-sec-0040}
------------------

The fish were euthanized by an overdose of benzocaine and kept in 4% paraformaldehyde solution during transport from Stockholm University to Charles University in Prague, where body was weighted to the nearest 0.1 mg using a Kern ALJ (Kern & Sohn GmbH, Balingen‐Frommern, Germany) 120‐4 balance and standard body length (from the tip of the snout to the end of the caudal peduncle) was measured to the nearest 0.01 mm using an electronic digital calliper IP67. Immediately afterward, the brains were removed using an Olympus SZX (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) 16 stereomicroscope and weighed to the nearest 0.001 mg using a Mettler Toledo (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, Ohio) MX5 microbalance. We divided the brains into two parts, the telencephalon and the "rest of the brain" comprising the diencephalon, tectum, cerebellum, and brainstem. To quantify neuron number and neuronal density in three additional brain regions, a subsample of 20 brains (11 and nine from the large‐ and small‐brained lines, respectively) were dissected into telencephalon, tectum (comprising the tectum opticum, torus semicircularis, and torus longitudinalis), cerebellum, and a division consisting of the brainstem and diencephalon. Cerebral hemispheres including the olfactory bulbs were detached from the rest of the brain by a transverse cut separating the telencephalon from the rostral pole of the tectum and diencephalon. The remaining brain was divided into left and right halves by a midsagittal cut. Subsequently, the cerebellum was excised from the surface of the brainstem together with the valvula cerebelli extending into the ventricle of the tectum. The tectum was then cut off from the remaining division, which consisted of the brainstem and the diencephalon. The latter more detailed dissections do not allow for statistical brain size selection line comparisons due to (1) small sample sizes and (2) potentially higher measurement errors as dissecting and homogenizing such small quantities is extremely challenging. Nevertheless, they provide an opportunity to coarsely characterize the guppy brain in numbers, at least for our study population. The final sample sizes for the different dissection protocols are given in Table [1](#evo13805-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Immediately after dissection, all the brain divisions were weighed to the nearest 0.001 mg, and then kept in antifreeze solution (30% glycerol, 30% ethylene glycol, 40% phosphate buffer) at --25°C for later processing.

###### 

Relative distribution of mass and cells in female guppy brain

  Structure                    Mass (mg)   Number of neurons   Neuronal density (N/mg)   Nonneuronal cells   Nonneuronal cells density (N/mg)   Glia/neurons ratio
  ---------------------------- ----------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------
  Whole brain (*n* = 42)       4.8         4.3 × 10^6^         9.05 × 10^5^              2.2 × 10^6^         4.7 × 10^5^                        0.52
                               ± 0.617     ± 4.97 × 10^5^      ± 8.9 × 10^4^             ± 3.65 × 10^5^      ± 7.6 × 10^4^                      ± 0.092
  Telencephalon (*n* = 49)     0.83        6.33 × 10^5^        7.48 × 10^5^              3.93  × 10^5^       4.79 × 10^5^                       0.65
                               ± 0.115     ± 8.6 × 10^4^       ± 8.3 × 10^4^             ± 6.86 × 10^4^      ± 7.1 × 10^4^                      ± 0.113
  Tectum (*n* = 17)            1.36        1.1 × 10^6^         8.79 × 10^5^              6.31  × 10^5^       4.76 × 10^5^                       0.55
                               ± 0.189     ± 1.67 × 10^5^      ± 1.4 × 10^5^             ± 1.4 × 10^5^       ± 1.08 × 10^5^                     ± 0.147
  Cerebellum (*n* = 16)        0.48        1.7 × 10^6^         3.8 × 10^6^               4.3 × 10^6^         1 × 10^6^                          0.27
                               ± 0.098     ± 3.2 × 10^5^       ± 6.89 × 10^5^            ± 1.27 × 10^5^      ± 3.799 × 10^5^                    ± 0.095
  Diencephalon and brainstem   2.11        7.45  × 10^5^       3.56 × 10^5^              6.33  × 10^5^       2.9 × 10^5^                        0.83
  (*n* = 17)                   ± 0.291     ± 1.25 × 10^5^      ± 5.1 × 10^4^             ± 1.54 × 10^5^      ± 5.83 × 10^4^                     ± 0.224
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ISOTROPIC FRACTIONATOR METHODOLOGY {#evo13805-sec-0050}
----------------------------------

We estimated the total number of cells, neurons, and nonneuronal cells using the isotropic fractionator (Herculano‐Houzel and Lent [2005](#evo13805-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Each dissected brain division was homogenized in 40 mM sodium citrate with 1% Triton X‐100 using Tenbroeck tissue grinders (0.5 mL, Ningbo Ja‐Hely Technology Co., Ltd., China). When turned into an isotropic suspension of isolated cell nuclei, the homogenate was transferred to an Eppendorf tube and the walls of the grinder were rinsed with dissociation solution to transfer all the cells to the tube. Then we measured the exact volume of the homogenate using an Eppendorf Xplorer (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) 5--1000 µL electronic pipette and added a fluorescent DNA marker DAPI (4,6‐Diamidino‐2‐Phenylindole, Dihydrochloride) (5% of the total volume) to stain all nuclei. The total number of nuclei in suspension, and therefore the total number of cells in the original tissue, was estimated by determining the density of nuclei in small fractions drawn from the homogenate. At least six 10 µL aliquots were sampled and the number of cells was counted in a Neubauer‐improved counting chamber (BDH, Dagenham, Essex, UK) using an Olympus BX51 fluorescent microscope; additional aliquots (four to six) were counted when any coefficient of variation (CV) exceeded 0.05 (CV was always ≤ 0.10). After determining the total number of cells, the proportion of neurons was determined by immunocytochemical detection of neuronal nuclear marker NeuN (Mullen et al. [1992](#evo13805-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). We used rabbit polyclonal antibody anti‐NeuN (ABN78, dilution 1:800; Merck). The binding sites of the primary antibody were revealed by Alexa Fluor 594‐conjugated goat anti‐rabbit IgG (dilution 1:800; ThermoFisher Scientific). An electronic hematologic counter (Alchem Grupa, Torun, Poland) was used to count simultaneously DAPI‐labeled and NeuN‐immunopositive nuclei in the Neubauer chamber. A minimum of 500 nuclei were counted per sample to estimate percentage of double‐labeled neuronal nuclei. The number of nonneuronal cells was derived by subtracting the number of neurons from the total number of cells.

DATA ANALYSIS {#evo13805-sec-0060}
-------------

All statistical analyses were conducted in the R software environment version 3.5.1 (R Core Team [2018](#evo13805-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). As all dependent variables were normally distributed, we used linear mixed models (LMMs) implemented in the packages "lme4" (Bates et al. [2015](#evo13805-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) and "lmerTest" (Kuznetsova et al. [2017](#evo13805-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}), with the trait of interest as the dependent variable, brain size selection treatment as a fixed effect (and, in case of relative measures, body/brain mass as a covariate), and replicate nested in brain size selection treatment as a random effect. We then selected the best model by stepwise backward elimination of nonsignificant effects, starting from the full model with an interaction between the covariate and selection treatment. In all cases, the interaction term was nonsignificant and removed from the model. Satterthwaite\'s approximation was used to estimate the effective degrees of freedom. Results are presented using the best‐fitting model parameters.

The Kendall\'s τ rank correlation coefficient was used to assess the association between brain tissue mass and the number of neurons and nonneuronal cells at the individual level using the base R package (R Core Team [2018](#evo13805-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}).

ETHICS {#evo13805-sec-0070}
------

The experiment was performed in accordance with ethical applications approved by the Stockholm Ethical Board (Dnr: C50/12, N173/13, and 223/15).

Results {#evo13805-sec-0080}
=======

THE GUPPY BRAIN IN CELL NUMBERS {#evo13805-sec-0090}
-------------------------------

In this study, 53 females weighed between 247 and 580 mg, their brain mass ranged between 3.83 and 6.35 mg, and their brains contained between 3.35 and 5.73 million neurons (Table [1](#evo13805-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, Supporting Information Dataset S1). Whole brain neuron density ranged between 7.05 × 10^5^ and 1.76 × 10^6^ N/mg and was negatively associated with both body mass (LMM, *t* ~1,40~ = 18.39, *R* ^2^ = 0.188, *P*  =  0.002) and brain mass (LMM, *t* ~1,40~ = 14.97, *R* ^2^ = 0.302, *P* = \<0.001). We found that neuron density varied greatly among the principal brain divisions examined. The highest average neuron density was detected in the cerebellum (∼3.82 × 10^6^ N/mg), and the lowest in the division comprising the diencephalon and brainstem (∼3.56 × 10^5^ N/mg). Consequently, different brain divisions harbored different amounts of neurons. The telencephalon constituted 17% of the brain mass and contained 15% of all brain neurons, the tectum constituted 28% of the brain mass and contained 26% of brain neurons, the brainstem and diencephalon together made up 44% of the brain mass but contained only 17% of brain neurons, and the densest brain region, the cerebellum, contained 40% of brain neurons despite representing only 10% of the total brain mass.

Nonneuronal (glial and endothelial) cells constituted a minor cellular fraction in all brain divisions (Table [1](#evo13805-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. S1](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S1B). Among individual females, the proportion of nonneuronal cells to neurons in the brain ranged between 27% and 44%. Hence, the maximum glia/neuron ratio (if all nonneuronal cells were glial cells) for the whole brain ranged between 0.36 and 0.77. Density of nonneuronal cells varied across brain regions, although to lesser extent than the density of neurons, and was loosely correlated with neuron density. We found the highest nonneuronal density in the cerebellum (∼1.03 × 10^6^ N/mg; Table [1](#evo13805-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}), and the lowest in the division comprising the diencephalon and brainstem (∼2.91 × 10^5^ N/mg; Table [1](#evo13805-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

COMPARISON BETWEEN SELECTION LINES {#evo13805-sec-0100}
----------------------------------

We found that females from large‐ and small‐brained selection lines differed in both relative brain mass (LMM, *t* ~3,50~ = 5.281, *P* \< 10^−5^; Fig. [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A) and absolute brain mass (LMM, *t* ~2,51~ = 4.804, *P* \< 10^−4^; Fig. [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B), with females of large‐brained lines having approximately 15.4% larger brains compared to those of the small‐brained lines. Large‐brained females were also slightly heavier than small‐brained females (LMM, *t* ~2,51~ = 2.09; *P* = 0.042; Fig. [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C).

![Brain and telencephalon size compared between small‐ and large‐brained selection lines. (A) Brain‐body scaling in female guppies. Note that allometric lines for small‐ and large‐brained guppies have significantly different intercepts, clearly indicating difference (grade shift) in relative brain mass (for statistics, see SI Results). Absolute brain mass (B) and body mass (C) compared between selection lines. (D) Telencephalon mass plotted as a function of brain mass. Note that relative mass of the telencephalon does not differ between the selection lines (for statistics, see Supporting Information Results). Telencephalon mass fraction (E) and absolute telencephalon mass (F) compared between selection lines. Each point in the scatterplots represents the values for one individual, the lines represent the ordinary least squares regressions for small‐brained (the dashed lines) and large‐brained (the solid lines) female guppies. Box plots denote median, 95% confidence intervals of median, first and third quartiles, total range, and outliers. The statistical significance level in box plots is indicated as follows: ^\*^ ^\*^ ^\*^ *P* \< 0.001; ^\*^ ^\*^ *P* \< 0.01; ^\*^ *P* \< 0.05; n.s., nonsignificant). LB, large‐brained line; SB, small‐brained line.](EVO-73-2003-g001){#evo13805-fig-0001}

The relationship between brain mass and number of neurons could be described by similar linear functions in the large‐ and small‐brained selection lines (see Supporting Information Results and [Table S1](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the number of neurons relative to overall brain mass did not differ between the selection lines (LMM, *t* ~3,39~ = 1.360, *P* = 0.182), meaning that large‐ and small‐brained lines showed similar neuronal densities (LMM, *P* = 0.292). However, due to their larger brains, the large‐brained lines had a higher total number of neurons than those of the small‐brained lines (LMM, *t* ~2,40~ = 3.573, *P* \< 0.001; Fig. [2](#evo13805-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). This amounted to an 11.9% difference in neuron number between selection lines. To control for body size, we also examined residuals from a neuron number versus body mass regression to determine the "neuronal index" (Herculano‐Houzel [2007](#evo13805-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) and found a significantly higher neuronal index in large‐ compared to small‐brained individuals (LMM, *t* ~2,40~ = 2.906, *P* \< 0.006; Fig. [2](#evo13805-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D).

![Neuronal scaling and neuron numbers compared between small‐ and large‐brained selection lines. (A) Number of neurons plotted as a function of brain mass. Note that the relationship between brain mass and the number of brain neurons does not differ between the selection lines (for statistics, see Supporting Information Results). (B) The total number of brain neurons compared between selection lines. (C) Number of neurons plotted as a function of body mass. Note that guppies of large‐brained line have significantly more neurons for a given body mass (for statistics, see Supporting Information Results). (D) Neuronal index (i.e., residuals from the neurons‐body regression line for all female guppies) compared between selection lines (see Figure [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} for explanation).](EVO-73-2003-g002){#evo13805-fig-0002}

Telencephalon mass correlated tightly with brain mass (LMM, *t* ~2,51~ = 12.833, *P* \< 10^−15^, *R* ^2^  = 0.76; Fig. [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D) but the telencephalon mass fraction did not differ between the lines (LMM, *P* = 0.521; Fig. [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}E). Likewise, the number of telencephalic neurons correlated with telencephalon mass (LMM, *t* ~2,47~ = 6.537, *P* \< 10^−7^, *R* ^2^  = 0.47; Fig. [3](#evo13805-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A), but neuron density in the telencephalon did not differ between the lines (LMM, *P* = 0.203; Fig. [3](#evo13805-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). In absolute terms, the telencephalon of the large‐brained lines was heavier (LMM, *t* ~2,51~ = 4.756, *P* \< 10^−4^; Fig. [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}F) and harbored more neurons than the telencephalon of the small‐brained lines (LMM, *t* ~2,47~ = 3.670, *P* \< 0.001; Fig. [3](#evo13805-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). Although the sample size for additional brain regions was too small to allow formal statistical comparisons of selection lines, we found qualitatively similar differences between the selection lines for all other brain regions, except the brain stem ([Table S2](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Neuronal scaling, densities, and numbers in the telencephalon. (A) Number of telencephalic neurons plotted as a function of telencephalon mass. Note that the relationship between telencephalon mass and number of telencephalic neurons does not differ between the selection lines (for statistics, see Supporting Information Results). (B and C) Neuronal densities in the telencephalon (B) and absolute number of telencephalic neurons (C) compared between selection lines (see Figure [1](#evo13805-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} for explanation).](EVO-73-2003-g003){#evo13805-fig-0003}

The scaling of brain mass and number of nonneuronal cells did not differ between the selection lines (see Supporting Information Results, [Fig. S1](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Likewise, no difference was observed in glia/neuron ratio (LMM, *P* ≥ 0.683 in all cases). But fish from the large‐brained lines tended to have higher absolute numbers of nonneuronal cells compared to fish from the small‐brained lines, although the difference was only significant for the telencephalon (LMM, telencephalon: *t* ~2,47~ = 2.297, *P* = 0.026; whole brain: *t* ~2,40~  = 1.773, *P* = 0.084; [Fig. S1](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D).

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN CELLULAR DENSITIES {#evo13805-sec-0110}
--------------------------------------------

Apart from variation in brain mass, the mass of the examined brain regions and number of neurons and nonneuronal cells (see above), we also observed considerable individual differences in densities of neurons and nonneuronal cells (Fig. [4](#evo13805-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S2](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, although we detected clear differences between the brain size selection lines, individuals with the largest brains did not necessarily have the most neurons and/or nonneuronal cells. Nevertheless, the rank correlation between brain tissue mass and number of neurons was significant both in the whole brain (Kendall\'s τ = 0.46, *P* \< 0.001; Fig. [4](#evo13805-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A) and in the telencephalon (Kendall\'s τ = 0.49, *P* \< 0.001; Fig. [4](#evo13805-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). The same pattern was observed for the association between brain tissue mass and number of nonneuronal cells (whole brain: Kendall\'s τ = 0.29, *P* = 0.007, Fig. [S2](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A; the telencephalon: Kendall\'s τ = 0.39, *P* \< 0.001, Fig. [S2](#evo13805-supl-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). The observed individual differences in neuronal densities were much larger than expected measurement error (see Methods section), therefore it is unlikely that they represent mere technical artifacts.

![Individual differences in brain and telencephalon size, neuron numbers, and densities. Relationship between brain mass (A), telencephalon mass (B), and neuron counts. These variables are ranked in descending order from the largest to the smallest and individual values are given on the sides of the graphs. Solid lines connect values measured in the same individual. Crossed lines indicate individual differences in neuronal densities.](EVO-73-2003-g004){#evo13805-fig-0004}

Discussion {#evo13805-sec-0120}
==========

Our results show that selection for larger and smaller brains also generates a matching increase in number of neurons. Moreover, the number of neurons increases linearly with increasing brain mass in the selection lines. The implications of this result are manifold. First, it suggests that brain mass can be an appropriate predictor of neuron number, at least at the within species level. It is important to acknowledge that the correlation between brain mass and neuron number was not very strong due to pronounced variation in neuronal densities. Yet, brain mass accounted for 47% of the observed variation in the number of neurons. This finding, however, should be generalized with caution as a much weaker correlation between brain mass and number of neurons has been observed in laboratory mice (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015b](#evo13805-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) and captive‐bred Madagascar ground geckos *Paroedura picta* (our own unpubl. data). This difference might be attributable to the relaxed selective pressure in captive‐bred populations. It is well known that animals bred in captivity often have smaller brains and behave differently than their wild counterparts (e.g., Price [1999](#evo13805-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Kruska [2007](#evo13805-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Guay and Iwaniuk [2008](#evo13805-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Burns et al. [2009](#evo13805-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; LaDage et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Jensen [2017](#evo13805-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). The mice and geckos were likely kept under low cognitive pressure, whereas guppies in this study were subjected to strong artificial selection on brain size. We hypothesize that the association between brain mass and neuron number might be stronger in wild populations. Natural selection in the wild acts on behavior, not on brain size, as the artificial selection performed here. Thus, individual variation in neuronal density in wild populations inhabiting the same selective environment might be decreased due to directional selection and therefore lower than that observed in captive populations. On the other hand, changes in the environment can trigger substantial changes in brain region size (for review, see Kotrschal et al. [2017b](#evo13805-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Kotrschal et al. [2012](#evo13805-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Gonda et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Fong et al. [2019](#evo13805-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) and potentially also region‐specific changes in neuronal numbers and densities. Local control and variation in cell proliferation or survival may facilitate mosaic brain evolution in wild populations, when favored by selection (Montgomery et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Assessment of neuronal density variation in natural populations is required to test these hypotheses.

Second, the remarkable finding that a 12% difference in neuron numbers arose within just five generations of artificial selection for brain size have important implications. It suggests that selection on individuals with more neurons or larger brains within a population can be an important microevolutionary mechanism underlying the evolution of brain size and information processing capacity, at least at the population and species level. This result also shows that such evolutionary changes can be very fast. It is notable in this context that two or three generations of guppies per year occur in the wild (Houde [1997](#evo13805-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Magurran [2005](#evo13805-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}).

Third, the evidence that the large‐brained guppies also have higher cognitive abilities (Kotrschal et al. [2013](#evo13805-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#evo13805-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#evo13805-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; van der Bijl et al. [2015](#evo13805-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Corral‐López et al. [2017a](#evo13805-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Bloch et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Buechel et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) supports the idea that the number of neurons, either absolute or in relation to body size, is an important factor contributing to cognitive abilities. We propose that it is indeed the higher number of neurons in the larger brains in these selection lines that have yielded their cognitive advantages, especially because the differences in neuron number between large‐ and small‐brained females were consistent across whole brain and the telencephalon. It is worth noting that the large‐brained fish in this study were slightly larger than the small‐brained fish. This is the first time this has been encountered in more than 20 comparisons of body mass that have been done on subsamples of these selection lines, and the most likely explanation is therefore that we randomly picked differently sized individuals from the brain size selection lines. Importantly, the differences in neuron number between the large‐ and small‐brained lines were substantial and robust also when the analyses controlled for body mass.

Fourth, and finally, the observed neuronal scaling rules, that is, the relationship between brain mass or brain region mass and number of neurons (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2006](#evo13805-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), were very similar in the large‐ and small‐brained lines. Despite the observed decreasing neuronal densities with increasing brain mass across all our animals and a slightly smaller body mass in the small‐brained lines, there were no significant differences in neuronal density between the brain size lines. Hence, it is not cellular composition but rather brain size that sets the large‐brained lines apart from the small‐brained lines. This supports what we have previously shown for brain region volumes (Kotrschal et al. [2017a](#evo13805-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}), namely that the brains of the large‐brained lines are scaled‐up versions of the brains of the small‐brained lines. This is similar to what has been shown when comparing the large human brain to smaller nonhuman primate brains (Herculano‐Houzel [2009](#evo13805-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), and the large corvid brains to smaller non‐corvid songbird brains (Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, it seems that these mentioned differences in neuron numbers are generated mainly by the relative (and absolute) size of the brain.

Apart from the comparisons between the guppy brain size selection lines, we provide the first quantification of neuron number in the guppy brain. Although our quantification is done on selected laboratory populations, this makes it the second fish species with a known number of neurons and the first one with a known neuron count and known densities in specific brain regions. An extremely miniaturized cyprinid fish *Danionella translucida* from Myanmar has the smallest known adult vertebrate brain possessing only 650 thousand neurons (Schulze et al. [2018](#evo13805-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), which is almost eight times less than reported here for the guppy. By contrast, the zebrafish *Danio rerio* seems to have a higher number of brain neurons, because its brain contains on average 36% more cells (Hinsch and Zupanc [2007](#evo13805-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). All these small fish have tiny brains and extremely high neuronal densities. For instance, whole brain neuron densities reported here for the guppy are approximately twofold and approximately 4.4‐fold higher than the highest whole brain neuronal densities reported in birds and mammals, respectively (Sarko et al. [2009](#evo13805-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). These observations confirm a trend found in other taxa (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}), namely that smaller bodied species with correspondingly smaller brains have higher neuron density than larger species with larger brains. We suggest that this is one mechanism to compensate for the small absolute brain size in small‐bodied vertebrates that have to solve relatively complex ecological and social problems in their natural environments. As already mentioned, neuron numbers in most brain regions examined matched the relative size of the region with the exception of the cerebellum, which showed an almost fourfold higher neuron number than expected for its size. This is a similar pattern as found in birds and mammals (Herculano‐Houzel [2010](#evo13805-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Just like in other vertebrates (for review, see Barton [2012](#evo13805-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Baumann et al. [2014](#evo13805-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Sokolov et al. [2017](#evo13805-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), the cerebellum in teleost fishes is important for many functions such as motor coordination and movement but also cognitive processes (Kotrschal et al. [1998](#evo13805-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Butler and Hodos [2005](#evo13805-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Rodríguez et al. [2005](#evo13805-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Braithwaite [2006](#evo13805-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Kolm et al. [2009](#evo13805-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Gómez et al. [2010](#evo13805-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Warren and Sawtell [2016](#evo13805-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). The high absolute numbers of cerebellar neurons thus indicate that this region is important in computationally demanding tasks also in the guppy. The neuron richness of the cerebellum highlights the need to estimate neuron numbers and not just region size to fully appreciate brain region functional capacity (for further discussion, see Herculano‐Houzel [2010](#evo13805-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Barton [2012](#evo13805-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}).

The density of nonneuronal cells was also high in the population of guppies studied here. Depending on the brain region and taxon, they are two to four times higher than the highest nonneuronal cell densities reported in birds and mammals (Sarko et al. [2009](#evo13805-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Dos Santos et al. [2017](#evo13805-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Kocourek et al. unpubl. data). It remains unclear whether the high nonneuronal cell densities in the guppy represent the corollary of miniaturization or a feature that is shared by all teleost fishes. Interestingly, the degree of variation in nonneuronal cell density across different brain regions in our fish is comparable to that of birds and mammals but generally much less pronounced than variation in densities of neurons (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2015a](#evo13805-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Although these findings indicate that nonneuronal scaling rules are much more conserved than neuronal scaling rules, they weaken the notion that nonneuronal densities are largely independent of brain size, brain region, and taxon investigated (Herculano‐Houzel et al. [2014](#evo13805-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Olkowicz et al. [2016](#evo13805-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}).

To conclude, we demonstrate that selection for brain size in the guppy has generated matching changes in the number of neurons, and these differences are similar across the whole brain and the telencephalon, a key region for cognition. We also show that neuronal density scales negatively with brain size at the intraspecific level, replicating previous findings across species in other taxa. Importantly, together with earlier studies assessing behavior in large‐ and small‐brained guppies (see above), this study provides the first direct demonstration of a close association between brain size, neuron numbers, and cognitive abilities at the intraspecific level. Thus, our findings provide experimental support for the idea that neuron numbers adequately predict cognitive abilities.
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**Table S1**. Scaling rules for female guppy brains from brain size selection lines. Power laws were calculated from the individual values listed in dataset S1.

**Table S2**. Relative distribution of mass and cells in female guppy brains from brain size selection lines. G/N ratio, glia to neuron ratio.

**Figure S1**. Glia/neuron ratios, nonneuronal cell scaling, and numbers compared between small‐ and large‐brained selection lines.

**Figure S2**. Individual differences in brain and telencephalon size, nonneuronal cell numbers, and densities.

Guppies dataset.
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Click here for additional data file.
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